
 

Leverage ubiquitous collaboration tools for better results with less overhead. 

In today’s connected world, your clients expect responses that are instant, reliable, and supported with 
the most up-to-date data. 

Your response demands that you find issues, identify solutions, and efficiently deploy resources to 
resolve these issues. But the manual work to deploy solutions and verify that workflows are complete 
comes at the expense of other duties. 

There’s good news: Koko makes it easy to keep all your participants connected and focused with a 
seamless, efficient experience from submission to resolution. The result: You address more issues, more 
effectively, faster than ever before, with greater stakeholder satisfaction. 

Micor’s TIMS™ ecosystem of apps and services is designed to work within your existing 
workflows, software platforms, and office systems. All data and media are securely stored in the 
cloud server, not on the device and not distributable as an attachment. Authorized users can log 
in on any internet-accessible device. 

TIMS pulls ahead of the competition with simple-to-use, easy-to-deploy design and vigorous 
support. 

TIMS is elegant. It converts siloed workflows into effective collaboration. It is intuitive at every 
user level and efficient to operate. It establishes paths of accountability, and its dashboards 
simplify monitoring and analytics management. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Keep your participants focused and updated with real-time logging and tracking. 

• Find problems and solutions faster with picture and video capture of the problem 
and resolution, all held securely in the cloud. 

• Eliminate or significantly reduce in-person on-site assessments and inspections. 

• Automatically update clients, customers, and supervisors as progress happens. 

• Track multiple tasks and issues with the list manager and dashboard analytics 
web app from any platform. 

el·e·gant /ˈɛləɡənt/ adjective (of a 

scientific theory or solution to a problem) 
pleasingly ingenious and simple 
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• QuickScan™: Simplify asset lifecycle management with asset 
logistics, configuration, service history, and financials available 
in one place with a mobile app scan. 

• Koko™: Save deployment and supervision time with real-time 
incident reporting, task assignment, tracking and reporting in a 
simple-to-use cloud service. 

• Digital document management: Reconcile disparate paper and 
digital archives to make a reliable data foundation for your 
business apps, including finance, operations, auditing, and 
reporting. 

• Systems AI and Analytics: Monitor operations and collect data 
to automate tasks, auto-deploy contingencies, and predict 
failure as well as shortened useful life. This applies to physical 
plant, kitchen, furniture and fixtures and other facility assets. 

• Submission: Mobile capture clearly defines logistics, the asset, 
and its issues. GPS address, predefined locations, and picture 
details curtail miscommunication and reduce survey and 
inspection time. 

• Progress tracking: Stay on top of your issues and make progress 
transparent. Manage priorities, adapt to changes, eliminate 
straggling and lost submissions, and keep easy and accurate 
team forecasts. 

• Analytics: Unlock insights into staff accountability, equipment 
failures, and workflow flaws that slow down productivity. 

• Real-time reporting: Reduce or eliminate the overhead of 
building reports, holding update meetings, and responding to 
inquiries with Koko’s automated direct task statuses and 
scheduled data reports. 

Simple 3-step capture and submit process.  
Multilingual formats. Easy track and respond!
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